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1 Introduction
A

In this video, we use The Geometers SketchpodTM to d-
scribe and animate a new polygon-offset distance function,
illustrating how offset polygons grow, how they differ born
scaled polygons, how distance is measured using offset poly-
gons, why the function does not satisfy the triangle inequal-
ity, and &n what a Voronoi boundary baaedon this distance
function looks like.

Offset polygons wereformally defined and used in [BBDG]
in solutions to a number of geometric problems with ap
plicationa to robot localization and geometric tolerrmcing.
A similar construct was also explored by Aicholaer et al.
~AAAG, AA] and given the name stmight skeletons. In
[BDG], a polygon-oflset diw!unce function was firatformally
defined based on theee offset polygons (or straight skeletona)
in the case when the polygon is convex. Some properties of
this distance function were explored in that paper, as was
the Voronoi diagram based on this distance function. Fig-
ure 1 shows a sample polygon P along with two offset poly-
gons, one inside P and one outside P. Note that the inner
offset has fewer edges than P.

The centroid of a polygon P is the medial axis vertex
where the inner offset polygon collapses to a single point.
Note that in the case of a ‘degenerate” polygon with two
long parallel edges, the inner offset may collapse to an edge
rather than a point. We thus assume a general position
assumption with no degenerate polygons. Distance in this
offset polygon distance function is now defined as follows: to
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Figure 1: Polygon with Inner and Outer Offaeta. The
figure shows a convex polygon (thick lines) with its medial
axis lines extended as rays to infinity(dashed lines) and an
inner and outer offset polygon (thin lines).

measure distance from a point p at the centroid of polygon
P, to any point q, we find the smallest offset P* of P which
contains q. Let du be the Euclidean distance from p to the
nearest edge of P, and d* be the Euclidean distance from p
to the nearest edge of P*. Then the offset polygon distance
from p to q is given by C/&. Note that du is the distance
the polygon must be offset inward to collapse to the centroid.
Note also that the distance normalizes so that d(p, p) = O,
and d(p, q) = 1 for any point q on P.

2 Why a Polygon-Offset Distance Function

The Voronoi diagram of a set S c Et2 is a well-known, pow-
erful tool for handling a host of geometric problems dealing
with distance relationships (see, e.g., [OBS] ). Voronoi diw
grams have been used extensively, for example, for solving
nearest-neighbor, furthest-neighbor, and matching problems
in many contexts. The underlying distance function used to
define Voronoi diagrams is typically either the usual Eu-
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Figure 2: Scaled and Offset Polygons. The tigureshows
a polygon P (thicklines) an outer offset of P (thin lines)
and a scaled version of P (dashed lines). The centroiri of
the polygon was also used as the scaling center.

clidean metric, or more generally a distance function based
upon one of the LP metrics. There has also been some in-
teresting work done using convex distance functions (also
called Minkowaki functional [KN, p. 15]), which are exten-
sions of the scaling notion for circles (in the Euclidean case)
to convw. polygons. Figure 2 shows a polygon P as well as
scaled and offeet polygons baaed on P. We feel that defin-
ing distance in terms of em otfset from a polygon is actually
more natural than scaling in many applications, including
those dealing with manufacturing processes This is because
the relative error of the production tool (a milling head, a
laser beam, etc.) is independent of the location of the pr~
duced feature relative to some artiticiai referencepoint (the
origin). Therefore it is more likely to allow (and expect)
local errora bounded by some tolerance, rather than scaled
errors relative to some (arbitrary) center.

We thus investigate distance functions based on offset-
ting convex polygons, where the distance is measured along
the irdidely extended medial-axis of such a polygon. While
the scaling operation shifts each edge of the polygon propor-
tionally to its distance from the origin, the oi%wt operation
shifts all the edges by the same amount. Offset polygons
are therefore not homothet ic copies of the original polygon
(unless the original polygon is regular). We are interested
in the investigation of basic properties of polygon-offset dis-
tance functions, with particular attention paid to how they
may be used in the definition of Voronoi diagrams.

3 Summary of Video

This video illustrates this distance function, animating its
behavior for several different polygons, and showing some
of its properties. It is shown how the distance function dif-
fers from its relatives, the Minkowski distance hmctione (or
scaled polygon convex distance functions). For example, the
offset polygon distance function does not obey the normal
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Figure 3: Voronoi Boundary. The figure showa two points
p and q, a copy of a polygon P placed with its centroid on
each point, and the polygon-offset distance function Voronoi
polygonal bisector between the two points.

trimgle inequality. In fact, for colinear points, it obeys a
reverse inequality.

The video ends by showing the Voronoi boundaries of two
and three sites in the plane. The boundary is fist shown
growing along expanding otfset polygons, and then shown
as it would be constructed from the medial axis lines and
bisectors of polygon edges.

All the animations were done using The Gsometer’s Sketch-
padTM, version 3.00 by Ke~ Curnctdum Press, which pro-
vides an excellent environment for geometric investigation.
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